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Estimations of  DY pairs rates.  

 Estimation of the DY pair’s production rate at SPD was performed using the expression for the 

differential and total cross sections of the pp interactions:  

Cross section (left) and number 

of DY events (right) versus the 

minimal invariant mass of 

lepton pair for various proton 

beam energies  

The Table shows values of the cross sections and expected statistics for 

DY events (K events) per four moths of data taking and 100% 

acceptance of SPD at two energies.  



Estimated DY and J/ψ statistics 

 Statistics of the J/Ψ and DY events (with cut on Ml-l+= 4 GeV) expected to be recorded (“per year”) in 

four months of data taking with 100% efficiency of SPD are given in Table.  



DY spectra with PYTHIA.  

The distributions are obtained for 4π geometry, as well as for 

4 variants of the muon pair detecting the working area of the 

SPD (preliminary design): 

 

1.Central zone (R = 600 mm, L = ± 800 mm, minimum angle 

of muon θµmin  = 36.9 deg.). 

 

2. Electromagnetic calorimeter (R = 2050 mm,  

L = ± 2400 mm, minimum angle of muon  

θµmin = 40.5 deg.). 

 

3. Range system (R = 2800 mm, L = ± 2400 mm, minimum 

angle of muon θµmin = 49.4 deg.). 

 

4. End Cap zone  

            (outside the Central zone, 3 < θµ < 36.9 deg.). 



DY muons distributions (4pi).  

Plots are 
prepared by 
M.Kozhin 



DY muons distributions (Central part).  

Plots are 
prepared by 
M.Kozhin 



DY muons distributions (End caps).  

Plots are 
prepared by 
M.Kozhin 



DY muons distributions (ECAL).  

Plots are 
prepared by 
M.Kozhin 



DY muons distributions (Muon system).  

Plots are 
prepared by 
M.Kozhin 



Extraction PDFs via asymmetries     



Extraction PDFs via asymmetries     

The set of original software packages (MC 
simulation, generator etc.) were developed 
for the feasibility studies of DY  polarized 
processes. 

 

A.Sissakian, et  al., Eur. Phys. J. C46 (2006) 

147, Eur.Phys.J. C59 (2009) 659-673,  

Phys.Part.Nucl. 41 (2010) 64-100 

 

The SSA asymmetries.  
Top:access to transversity and Boer-Mulders  
PDFs.              
(Sissakian, Shevchenko, Nagaytsev,PRD 72 
(2005), EPJ C46 (2006)) 
 

Bottom: access to Sivers PDFs  

(Efremov,… PLB 612(2005),           PRD 
73(2006));  

Alsymmetries are estimated for 100 
K  DY events  



Extraction PDFs via asymmetries     

Results of asymmetry simulation for NICA, s = 400 GeV2. Points with error bars are obtained by simulation with polarized 

Drell–Yan event generator for statistics of (upper) 100000 and (lower) 50000 pure events; 〈Q2〉 (left panels)  3.5 and (right 

panels) = 15 GeV2. 



Extraction PDFs via asymmetries     

Results of asymmetry simulation for NICA, s = 400 GeV2. Parameterizations GRV94  and GRSV95  for q(x) and Δq(x), 

respectively, are used. Points with error bars are obtained by simulation with polarized DY event generator for statistics of 

(upper) 100000 and (lower) 50000 pure events; 

 〈Q2〉 (left panels)  3.5 and (right panels) = 15 GeV2. 



DY background studies (talk by R.Akhunzyanov) 

Tracking system has to be done with 
very high efficiency to reduce DY 
background.   
OR use hadron absorber 



DY background studies and central coordinate system 
(talk by A.Ivanov) 

The main tasks of the 
coordinate system: 
tracking charged particles 
(momentum definition) 
 and reducing the 
background to DY  from 
the decays of the pions 
(see talks by A.Ivanov 
and R.Akhunzyanov) 



The central coordinate plane. NA62 straw system 



DY background studies and central coordinate system 
(talk by A.Ivanov) 

The special MC SPD tool 
to optimize Coordinate 
system was developed. 
Analysis is in progress. 
(see talk by A.Ivanov) 



CONCLUSIONS 

-- DY measurements can be performed on the SPD under the condition of 

high luminosity, high degree of beams polarizations, 

 

 - Statistics of more than 50 K pure DY events will allow to obtain   

   statistically significant results on asymmetries, 

 

-The biggest problem is the background from decays of pions, 

 

-The pion background can be decreased by absorber ( under consideration) 

or with detecting pion decays by coordinate system (MC studies).  

   



BACKUP SLIDES 



DY muons distributions.  


